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GEOTHERMAL APPLICATIONS 

Problem: BC Laundry, a large scale commercial laundry 
had issues with scaling in their high pressure steam boil-
er.  The tubes in the boiler had access of 1” of scale build 
up despite of water treatment. Every year the tubes have 
to be mechanically cleaned. Cost of chemicals plus clean-
ing wasn’t cost effective.  
 
Solution:  A Wellan Ring was installed on the in-feed of 
the boiler.  Since 2007 there has been no corrosion or 
scale build up around the tubes. The boiler doesn’t need 
mechanical cleaning nor do they use any chemicals. The 
customer has been saving approx. $4200 per year.   
A site visit to this location can be arranged.  

Problem:   Con Edison is the largest steam generation  
utility in the 5 boroughs which includes New York City. 
They discovered a serious problem with their condensate 
lines. The pipes measured 28” in diameter with 5-7” of 
scale build up in spite of the use of chemicals.   They 
opted for Wellan as part of their Green Initiative Pro-
gram in 2010.  
 
Solution: Wellan Rings were installed on all the conden-
sate lines.  The corrosion, scaling and deposits have be-
come a thing of the past. Con Edison has over 27 instal-
lations in their system including heat exchangers,  
chillers, cooling towers and main supply city water lines.   

Problem:  Brooklyn Childrens Museum (New York City)  

utilizes ground water for heating and cooling applica-
tions. The ground water has high mineral content and 
bio-film which was the cause of clogged strainers, scale,   
corrosion build up in piping systems as well as a multi-
tude of seized valves. Another issue was clogging of 
screens at injection wells. See pic of strainers in pp. 4. 
 
Solution: 3 Wellan Rings were installed. Within a few 
weeks, all heating & cooling equipment (above) was 
scale and corrosion free.  The NYC  Dep. of DDC has is-
sued a full disclosure report. Please call to obtain report.  

CONDENSATE LINES/CHILLERS 
HEAT EXCHANGER SCALING 

BOILER SCALING 
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Problem: IHR Management Company, NYC Apartment 
Building was experiencing brown water issues in the 
building creating landlord tenant friction.   
 
Solution:  A Wellan Ring was installed in the  
basement riser line in 2006. No brown water issues have 
been reported since installation.  
 
“ The Wellan Ring saved my Landlords about $20,000 in 
re-plumbing expenses, let alone, the labor cost in flush-
ing out the lines and hot water storage tank and the  
DHPD city violations” - Beverly Chan, IHR LLC 

Problem: Southampton (Suffolk) Commercial Laundry in 
the Hamptons, NY region had issues with E-coli and 
bacterial build up in their recycled water that caused bad 

odor and fouling. The E-Coli bacteria posed a health risk. 
 
Solution: A 3” Wellan Ring was installed in the pipe  
leading to the hold-tank.  The results of the water  
testing after 4 weeks revealed that the bacteria  
count were back to sub-normal levels and the bad odor 
and fouling is no longer an issue.  

Problem:   The NYC Museum in Manhattan had  

major issues with scaling, algae, bio-film, & legionella in 
their two cooling towers. The cooling towers were being 
treated with chemicals, however the problems still  
persisted.  The NYC Department of DDC contacted  
Wellan Synergy in 2011.  
 
Solution: One Wellan Ring on each cooling tower was 
installed. No scaling, no corrosion, no bacterial growth 
and amazingly no legionella has been reported. Thou-
sands of dollars have been saved on chemicals and 
cleaning.   

COOLING TOWERS  

BROWN WATER 

MICROBIOLOGICAL (E-COLI & BIO-FILM) 
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Graph showing actual results at Con Edison of New York (Utility) after the installation of 
Wellan Rings at several locations (North & South Side) .  Wellan Rings started to de-scale 
the system after installation as there was a rise in scale and rust accumulation in their 
strainers. Photo: Graph obtained courtesy of Con Edison of New York.  

Before Wellan Ring Installation   After Wellan Ring Installation  

The actual results of  
oxidation on strainer 
from Brooklyn Children’s  
Museum showing a 
strainer before and after  
installation of Wellan 
Rings.  The results are  
just after 4 weeks of  
installation.   
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Problem: Oxidation and scale build up was a severe problem in their heat exchanger at the 
WABC Television Studios Building. The system was treated by chemicals but the corrosion 
and scale persisted. Solution: After Wellan ring was installed the application was treated as 

an actual test by taking water samples at intervals for 4 months to test for oxidation. A no-
ticeable difference was observed in water clarity. The higher the red pigmentation, the more 
the oxidation. This picture supplied by WABC shows a clear and immediate improvement and 
a significant stoppage of oxidation in the heating system.  

Photo: Courtesy Brooklyn Children's Museum, Official report issued by KL Engineers (NYC 
DDC) The left picture shows extreme hard scaled corrosion on upstream of Wellan Ring
(untreated) and the right picture shows down steam (free of scale/rust) of a balance 
valve treated with Wellan.   
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The BCM facility in Brooklyn 
showed fantastic results.  The 
installation of Wellan Rings at 
their Geothermal Well was a 
success.  They remain clean 
even after years of installation. 
 

KL Engineering Official Report 
(NYC DDC) states “ Observation of 
the building well water system flow 

parameters, visual inspection of 
the valve which had previously  
experienced severe iron deposit 
buildup and “down hole” videos of 
the diffusion well screens  
continued to indicate that the  
system was being maintained free 
of iron and other deposit buildup 

and the system was operating well 
throughout the observation period. 
The positive results for the  

installation of the Wellan rings at 
the BCM has now been  
demonstrated for almost two (2) 

years” 

DIFFUSION WELL SCREEN DOWN HOLE VIDEO:  

Photo: Courtesy Kallen & Lemelson Consulting Engineers, 

DOES YOUR BOILER LOOK LIKE THIS? 

Limestone deposits on heating elements and boilers greatly increase the amount of ener-
gy needed to generate heat. A limestone deposit of more than 3 mm requires a 25% in-
crease in the amount of energy required to heat up a constant amount of water  to a set 
temperature within a certain amount of time. Wellan® Rings prevents and removes scale 
build up which means great savings in energy costs!  
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Con Edison New York, actual pictures taken after a few weeks of Wellan Ring installation on the water 
return. It destroyed algae and prevented further growth.  

COOLING TOWER: ALGAE KILLING & PREVENTION 

Lupin LTD, India. Wellan Ring Installed in pharmaceutical manufacturing  to stop bio-film at the  
cooling towers. A bactaslyde is dipped in cooling tower water sample for 5 minutes. Results just after 

31 days revealed Total Bacterial Count (TBC) went from 106 to 104 to 102.   Another success!   

NO MAGNETS 
NO ELECTRICITY 
NO BATTERIES 
NO CHEMICALS 

11-20-2010: TBC 12-4-2010: TBC 12-20-2010 TBC 
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Meghani Organics Limited ( Gujarat, India) suffered from problems in scale in VAM (Vapor 
Absorbing Machines), cooling tower lscale and algae in cooling tower. Before picture is after 24 

hours of sulphamic acid 200kg treatment. The after picture shows results of Wellan ring installa-
tion after 4 months without chemical treatment. Another success!  

BEFORE AFTER 

BEFORE AFTER 

Meghani Organics Limited ( Gujarat, India). On opening the end cover after 4 months.  The thick 
scale on the end cover is completely clean and corrosion, rust & limescale build up has ceased 

from further development.  

PHE (Plate Heat Exchangers), Lupin LTD reported there was no loose or hard scale after 90 days!  
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WELLAN 2000 works through frequencies which have been stored in the rings interior. These frequencies or 
oscillations penetrate all pipes and tubes and influence the water which is passing through. As a result, the  
lime, rust, scale or bio-fouling matter no longer settle down but are washed out in minute particles.  The basis 
of this technology works on an understanding of modern quantum theory. 

 

Frequency patterns from the ultra-fine range (quantum vibrations) are modulated onto Wellan Rings  by means 
of a laser technology. WELLAN 2000 consists of high-quality information storage material (base material  
crystals) which is capable of storing such vibrations for an indefinite period of time and releasing them again. 
These vibrations penetrate any kind of material and they are absorbed by the water as interference or  
resonance vibrations (hydrogen bridges or water molecules). Within a split second this information passes 

through the water. 
 

WELLAN 2000 can work with any type of fluid flow systems where water is used. It works on metal, plastic,  
rubber, PVC, polyethylene but is not limited to only these mentioned substrates.   

IN-DEPTH EXPLANTION OF THE SCIENCE BEHIND WELLAN 
 
Each element, each molecule(eg: rust)  has its own typical natural 
molecular oscillation. This natural oscillation is unique and com-

pares well with the human fingerprint or a snow flake. In laymen 
terms, oscillations are best described as frequency or waves that 
are given off by a particular element. From a  
simplified point of view an atom is made up of a nucleus (which in 
turn consists of protons and neutrons) and electrons 
which orbit around the nucleus. Molecules are made up of  
several atoms that share some electrons. Understanding atomic 

structure can be tedious but amongst all that is happening in an 
atom which is alive as an entity and full of complex activities and 
processes, each atom produces its’ very own detectable and 
measurable oscillations, vibrations or waves.   

What’s the best way of describing these Oscillations on paper? 
 

Oscillations by nature are complex as stated above as there is a plethora of subatomic activies occuring in a  

molecule. Oscillations are said to be periodic and display periodic motion. The basic properties of an oscillation are 
amplitude and wavelength. The best way to describe a simplfied pictorial of an Oscillation would be to chart it on a 
graph showing it’s respective amplitudes & wavelength. Figure A, below shows a very simplified view of an  
oscillation graph of say any element, for eg: Rust (Fe2O3) in a two dimensional graph.  

 
Wellan has managed to isolate, map and store the 
molecular fundamental oscillations of various substances 
(like rust, limescale, bio-film, etc.) using our proprietary  

engineering software and equipment. Wellan technology 
works using specifically modulated molecular oscillations or 
lattice oscillations and is not based on using fields created by 
electric coils or magnets. Based on these original  
oscillations, Wellan developed new active oscillations.  

 If we can measure oscillations, we can use them to our benefit ! 
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The aim is to influence the original oscillation of the element in question through new active oscillations in such 
a way that ultimately the physical properties of the element or of the molecule are modified in the water. Today 
with over 10 years worth of experience in the field, we have managed to produce a new active oscillation for 
each isolated element. Today, Wellan has a database containing a great number of active oscillations, each with 

a specific task. These active oscillations are recorded on an oscillation carrier in a similar way as writing on a 
data carrier (CD/DVD). In most cases for cost-benefit reasons, an aluminum alloy is selected as carrier material 
for all our Wellan rings. This alloy can store an almost unlimited number of active oscillations and emit these in 
water in a constant and stable form, largely independent of the ambient temperature. The active oscillations are 
modulated according to the lattice oscillation of aluminum. Due to the ambient warmth, the aluminum lattice 
oscillates and hence the active oscillations implemented by Wellan as well. The oscillations are positioned in the 
lattice structure in a similar way as a parasite and are thus continually created simultaneously. The active 

oscillations create a field within the ring, which penetrates all piping material and thus passes into the water. 
The Principal knowing as “Interference” & “Overlaying” Oscillations 
 
Please keep in mind that the stored fundamental or natural oscillations produced by Lime Scale or Rust are 
transformed and partially amplified and mirrored respectively by Wellan Rings. This is done through a concept 
called Interference and Overlaying. (Although both fall under the category of overlaying in science terminology) 

The crux of Wellan Technology is based on overlaying & interference. Resonance means that the amplitude of 
the natural oscillation is boosted by overlaying an additional in-phase oscillation onto the natural oscillation. 
What can be done with resonance oscillations is well known. For instance a bridge will start to vibrate more and 
more if subjected to its resonance oscillation which may ultimately lead to the collapse of the bridge. Thus the 
objective of Wellan technology is to also cause a collapse in physical properties of the element like Rust or Lime 
Scale by changing it’s oscillation. Once the oscillation has changed, the element has been modified in the water. 
Below are two examples of how Wellan Rings affect the final oscillations produced by various elements (Rust, 

Lime Scale or Microbiological Pollutants) It is imperative to understand how the final oscillations of any element 
can be modified thus changing their basic physical properties. These are only basic examples for the purpose of 
understanding. 

The blue line and green line in Fig 2. are in phase 
opposition because they cross the x-axis in the 
same spots but then valley and peak are on the 
opposite side of it. The amplitudes are subtracted. 

In this case the amplitudes are identical, so that 
the resulting red line has no amplitude. To  
summarize, the red line is the mathematical result 
of natural oscillation of Rust (green line) or Lime 
Scale (or any element that needs to be modified) 
and the interfering active oscillation (blue line 
from Wellan) which results in a flat line or zero. 

The physical properties of this element has been 
modified. This is just one way the Wellan  
Oscillations Technology works. 

Figure 3. above, shows another way to modify  
elemental oscillations resulting in change of physical 
properties of any molecule. The red line results from 
adding the blue line and green line. Since blue and 

green pass through the x-axis in the same points 
and the peaks are shown in the same direction, the 
amplitude of the resulting red line increases 
throughout. Again in this example, the physical 
properties of this element (Lime Scale) has been 
modified via resulting oscillations. Limescale  
becomes soluble and easily flushing out instead of 

sticking to walls and hardening via build up. 
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Choose a suitable location for the 
ring (main line/water inflow) 

Please contact Wellan Synergy for 
a complete assessment if unsure 
of ring placement.  
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
  

 
 
Before placing the Ring, wrap the 
pipe with double-layer insulating 

tape to prevent any reaction of the 
metals. Please ensure that electrical 
devices or power lines are at least   

1 foot away, otherwise the  
effectiveness of the ring may be  
influenced.  

Loosen both of the screws with an 
Allen key. The ring separates into 

two halves. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

  

 

Set both of the ring halves onto 
the prepared section of the pipe. 

Make sure arrow on the ring is 

in the direction of the flow.  

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

  

 

Retighten both halves of the ring. 
Do not over tighten. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

  

 

  

WELLAN RING SIZES: 

 

Wellan Rings are available in 
ring sizes from 1/2” to 60”  
diameter stock.  
 

Larger sizes are available. Please 
inquire with Wellan Synergy’s  
technical department. 

 

It is always a good idea to have 
a technician come down and  
access your building for ring 

placement and problems so that 
we may recommend the best and 
most cost effective method of 
getting rid of scale, corrosion or 

bio-fim/legionella. 
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WELLAN SYNERGY INC. 
U.S A HEADQUARTERS  

PO BOX 548 

Syosset, NY 11791 
Tel: 516-445-7801 

Tel: 516-445-7683 
website: www.WellanSynergy.com 

Distributed by: 

 

Wellan Synergy Inc. at Buildings Show  at Jacob Javits & NYARM show.   

Peter Davidson & Dave Shashi  @ Wellan Synergy Inc. 

TM 

DISTRIBUTORSHIPS AVAILABLE  


